Abstract. Let h > 2 be an integer. A set of positive integers B is called a Bh-sequence, or a Sidon sequence of order h , if all sums ax + a2 H-+ <ty , where a, e 5 (i; = 1, 2,
Therefore, F2(n) = (1 + o(l))yfh~.
Erdös conjectured that F2(n) = yfh~ + 0(1). For h = 3, Lee [4] obtained that **■'* ((■ -¿iW"'• For h = 4, Lindström [5] proved that /4(")<(8«)1/4 + 0(rt1</8).
When h = 2r (r > 1), Jia [3] showed that F2r(n) <((r\)2rn)xl2r + 0(nxl*r) and f2r(n)<((r\)2n)x/2r + 0(nx'4r).
In this paper, we shall obtain a similar upper bound for F2r-i(n) and fn(n) as well.
Theorem 1. For all r > 1,
Theorem 2. For all r > 1,
and f2r-X(n)<(r\(r-\y.n)xIV-V + 0(l).
First, some notation. Let B be a P2r_ i-sequence. Let A = rB where rB denotes the set of all sums of r not necessarily distinct elements in P. We have Proof. Let (a,, b¡) be elements in VQ , i = 1,2, ... , s, such that a¡ -b¡ = d for all 1 < i < s. Suffice to show that, if s > k/r, at least two of the (a,, b¡) 's are the same. Now assume 5 > k/r. Write a¡ = Y!ij=iaij and h = Y!j=i^ij where a¡j, bjj e B. Since \B\ = k and sr > k, there are at least two distinct pairs (i, j) and (i', /) (1 </,/'< s and 1 < j, j' < r) such that a,7 = û,»;<. By the definition of V0, i -^ V. But then we have a, -a¡j -b¡ = a¡i -a¡'ji -bj'. Hence a, -a¡j + bj-= av -ay y + b¡. As P is a P2r_i-sequence and a¡j 's and b¡j's are all mutually distinct, we have {a¡x, a¡2, ... , a¡r} = {aju , ov%, ... , flí'r} and {biX ,bi2, ... , bir} = {b¡'X, b¡>2, ... , bi>r} . Therefore, (a¡, bj) = (ai-, by). This completes the proof of the Lemma. This shows that f2r-i(n) < (r\(r -l)!«)1/<2''-1) + 0(1). Similarly, we have fir(n) < ((r!)2«)'/(2r) + 0(1), which completes the proof of Theorem 2. D
